
1 TRIAL DESIGN 

1.1 SUMMARY OF TRIAL DESIGN 

The study will be conducted as a prospective, randomized, parallel group, single blinded, 

controlled, multi-centre, non-paired superiority trial; allocation will be on a 1:1 basis and 

an intention-to-treat method will be used to analyze the results. 

After accepting the potential ECD organ for donation, kidneys will be allocated following 

the standard Eurotransplant/ UK-transplant allocation rules.  

In a non-paired-design, each ECD kidney that has been accepted for transplantation by 

one of the participating centres will be randomly assigned to SCS or to SCS followed by 

reconditioning by end-ischemic oxygenated HMP (HRMP+O2). Randomizing kidneys 

after they have been accepted for transplantation avoids a potential bias that acceptance 

of the kidney is being influenced by the preservation modality. 
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If two kidneys are accepted for transplantation by the same centre the surgeon will 

decide which kidney to transplant first according to their local protocol.  

It is not essential for both kidneys from a donor to enter the trial. If only one of the 

kidneys is deemed transplantable, it can still be included in the trial analysis. 

 

Exceptionally anatomical situations may not allow connection of a kidney to the 

perfusion circuit. In this situation the kidney should be preserved by cold storage alone 

even though it was randomized to HRMP+O2. 

 



Anticipated flow of patients through the trial is depicted below 

 

 

 

1.2 PRIMARY and SECONDARY OUTCOME MEASURES  



1.2.1  Primary outcome measures 

The primary outcome for this study is Graft survival at 12 months after transplantation.  

 

Reasons for choosing this primary end point are: 

 Improvement of graft survival by HMP was most pronounced in kidneys from 

ECD in the previous publication by Treckmann et al (5). 

 Definition of 1-year graft survival is clear and objective (in contrast to DGF): Is 

graft still functioning after one year: Y/N?   

 The clinical and economic relevance of intermediate and long-term graft survival. 

1.2.2 Secondary outcome measures 

 Patient and (death censored) graft survival at day 7, 3, 6 and 12 months after 
transplantation. eGFR defined by the MDRD equation at day 7, 3, 6 and 12 months after 
transplantation.  

 
 DGF defined as the need for dialysis in the first 7 days after transplantation and 

preceding the return of kidney function.  
 

 SGF based on functional DGF defined as the absence of decrease in the serum 
creatinine level of at least 10% per day for at least 3 consecutive days in the first 7 days 
after transplantation.  

 
 PNF defined as the continued need for dialysis at 3 months after transplantation. 

 
 Comparison of biopsy proven acute rejection between the 2 groups.  

 

 Quality of life measures (EQ-5D-5L) at consent, 3 and 12 months, length of hospital stay 
(including ICU) and need/length for dialysis treatment 

 
 


